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Thermally activated ferroelectric domain growth due to random defects
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Ferroelectric domain kinetics on cleaved triglycine sulfate, quenched at different temperatures in the ferro-
electric phase, is investigatedin situ by scanning force microscopy in the dynamic contact mode. Thermally
activated domain growth and dynamic scaling, in accordance with theoretical predictions for quenched disorder
due to random-bond defects, is inferred from the temporal evolution of the spatial correlation functions and the
related characteristic length scale.
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Defects are known to influence profoundly the doma
structure and physical properties of ferroelectric crystals1,2

Domain kinetics have been predicted to be severely hinde
by randomly distributed defects and impurities that lead
slow logarithmic growth laws according to the type
quenched disorder, pertinent to the system’s heterogenei3,4

Verification of these theoretical predictions has been exp
mentally challenging,5 seldom realized in disordered ma
netic systems6–8 and in a nematic liquid crystal.9 Although
the same predictions have been put forward
ferroelectrics,10 where power growth laws with exponen
close to that of conserved systems have been ra
observed,11,12 experimental evidence for the validity of th
nonalgebraic domain growth due to quenched disorder
our knowledge, has not been reported.

Recent advances in scanning force microscopy~SFM!13

and other microscopic methods14,15 have offered unique op
portunities for noninvasive, nanoscale imaging of doma
on ferroelectric surfaces. In particular, voltage-modula
SFM, operated in the dynamic contact mode, providing sh
domain contrast well separated from topography, has b
exploited for dynamical studies of ferroelectric domains.16–19

Very recently, its application to the study of domain kineti
on triglycine sulfate~TGS! cleavage surfaces, quenched fro
the paraelectric to the ferroelectric phase, has provided
evidence for a crossover to the logarithmic growth expec
in the case of random-bond pinning forces and dynamic s
ing in the ordering process.20

In this work, domain kinetics on cleaved TGS single cry
tals, quenched at different temperatures in the ferroelec
phase, is investigated. We show that thermally activated
main kinetics and dynamic scaling at the submicron sc
consistent with the logarithmic growth law predicted for sy
tems with quenched random bonds, can be inferred dire
from the time and temperature dependence of the chara
istic correlation length.

Experiments were conducted in air using a home-b
SFM employing the voltage-modulation technique in the d
namic contact mode.21 Domain detection relies on the appl
cation of an ac potential between the conductive probe
and the rear sample electrode. Polarization-dependent fo
of electric/electromechanical origin exerted on the probe
0163-1829/2001/63~6!/064104~4!/$15.00 63 0641
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modulate the cantilever bending at the excitation frequen
detected by means of lock-in techniques. Conductiver
;0.01 V cm)n1-silicon cantilevers appropriate for the con
tact operation mode~NanosensorsTM, 0.1 N/m, 15 kHz! are
used.

Domain contrast in dynamic contact SFM has been
cently shown to depend markedly on the modulation f
quency and exhibit pronounced resonance effects owin
the excitation of resonant modes of the cantilever in con
conditions.21 The applied voltage~peak-to-peak amplitude o
5 V! is thus modulated at the resonance peak frequenc
the contrast amplitude spectrum, in our case 64 kHz. T
also ensures deconvolution of the enhanced polarization
nal from topographic properties, which may inherently occ
in other SFM modes. Measurements were performed
uniaxial TGS single crystals undergoing a typical seco
order phase transition to the ferroelectric phase atTc
'322 K,1 where intrinsic defect centers have been found
influence substantially domain nucleation and the switch
process of the spontaneous polarization.22 Slices ~thickness
'0.5–1 mm) of a TGS crystal grown from aqueous so
tion at room temperature were cleaved along the~010! plane
in air. In situ thermal treatment was performed using a te
perature controlled stage (DT<0.1 K),17 while time-
dependent measurements were performed on a previo
annealed specimen that exhibited relatively high dom
density after prolonged exposure at ambient conditions.

Figure 1 summarizes the temporal evolution of dom
patterns at the TGS~010! cleavage face for approximatel
100 min, after quenching at different temperaturesT,Tc .
Prior to each image sequence, the specimen was annea
333 K for 60 min and then rapidly cooled belowTc , within
1 to 2 min. Once thermal equilibrium has been reached,
in-phase component of the ac cantilever response has
recorded in order to avoid the presence of different cont
at domain walls prevailing in the amplitude signal.21 The
origin of time is set at the time of crossingTc upon cooling.
Immediately after the quench, fine lamellar patterns of a
parallel ferroelectric domains, preferably oriented perp
dicular to thec axis,22 are detected with sharp contrast. Th
initial domain density exhibits a maximum at 313 K. Wit
the passage of time, domain images reveal coarser, tho
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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morphologically self-similar, patterns. The underlying evo
tion proceeds by the sideways wall motion that leads
shrinkage of the smaller nuclei and coalescence of adja
stripes, implying a curvature-driven growth mechanism d
to surface tension.23

To quantify growth kinetics, we have calculated the sp
tially averaged equal-time correlation functionC(r ,t)
[^S(r ,t)S(0,t)&, whereS(r ,t) corresponds to the scalar o
der parameter field,23 in accordance with the Ising-type defi
nition formally used to describe order-disorder phase tra
tions as for uniaxial TGS,2 and assumes either of the valu
11 and21 for r residing in each of the two domain state
The correlation functions were computed along the horiz
tal image direction, about perpendicular to the domain wa
as a function ofr, for all times and temperatures. For sho
distances,C(r ,t) is found to decay rapidly as a function ofr,
at a rate that becomes much slower with the passage of t
implying nonlinear coarsening processes. For longer
tances, oscillations appear on the tail ofC(r ,t) reflecting the
periodic structure of the lamellar pattern along thec axis,
consistent with the anisotropy of the TGS wall energy22 and
previous reports.11,17,20The time dependence of the avera
domain size was derived from the temporal evolution of
characteristic length scaleL(t) defined as the distance whe
C(r ,t) drops to half of its value atr 50, i.e.,C@r 5L(t),t#
51/2, for a given timet. The corresponding correlatio
lengthL(t) has been previously used to deduce the aver
domain size on TGS domain patterns, yielding equival
growth laws parallel and perpendicular to thec axis on sub-
millimeter scales,11 while, recently, it has been found to sca
consistently as the inverse of the total domain wall length
TGS domain patterns at the submicron range,20 and thus pro-
vide a reliable probe of the average domain width in r
time. The resulting growth law at different temperatures

FIG. 1. Domain images for the~010! TGS surface following a
rapid quench at different temperatures in the ferroelectric ph
Images have been recorded acquiring the in-phase component o
cantilever response:~a! 6 min, ~b! 50 min,~c! 97 min,~d! 4 min, ~e!
54 min, ~f! 92 min, ~g! 9 min, ~h! 51 min, and~i! 90 min, after
crossingTc . Scan size 20320 mm2; modulation frequency 64
kHz.
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plotted in logarithmic and semilogarithmic scales in Fig.
Errors in theL(t) measurement were calculated on acco
of effects due to filtering, threshold level choice, and temp
ral drift of the imaging frame.

The temporal variation ofL(t) can be described with a
power-law dependenceL(t)}(t2t0)f, with time offset val-
ues t050(1)min. The growth exponents inferred from th
log-log plots are close to 1/3, in agreement with previo
results derived by different experimental methods for trig
cine sulfate on both the submillimeter11 and recently submi-
cron scales,20 as well as the strongly anisotropic domain pa
terns of sodium nitrite.12 Further, the domain area ratio fo
each polarization state is preserved to within 6% of a m
value of 0.5, in the present time and spatial scale. Th
exponent values along with the conservation of the dom
area appear to comply with the presence of conser
dynamics,11,20 which, however, may be regarded as fort
itous with respect to implications of the long-range elect
static interaction on polarization that is formally a nonco
served order parameter.12 On the other hand, the mos
remarkable feature of the observedL(t) variation is a small,
though substantial, temperature dependence of the gro
exponents, implying faster dynamics as temperature
creases. The origin of this behavior can be described wi
the activated scaling dynamics predicted for quenched
dom media, where domain growth proceeds through the

e.
the

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the correlation lengthL(t) at dif-
ferent temperatures belowTc in logarithmic ~open circles! and
semilogarithmic~solid circles! scales. Solid lines correspond to th
best-fit curves to the power-law dependenceL(t)}(t2t0)f with
t050(1)min andexponentf values indicated for each temperatur
Dashed lines correspond to the best fit curves to the logarith
growth law L(t);A(T)@ ln(t/t0)#4 with t051831024 s and the
amplitude values reported in the text.
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terplay between the driving force due to surface tension
pinning forces induced by random defects.3–5,10

Thorough theoretical studies have established that dom
relaxation due to quenched disorder is dominated by ther
activation over energy barriers leading to slow logarithm
domain growth. In this case, the typical transverse displa
ment of a segment of a wall of lengthl, is of the orderl z,
wherez is the roughness exponent (0<z,1).3,4 The wall
energy, estimated as elastic energy of the deformed wa
then predicted to be of the orderl x with x5d2312z,
whered is the spatial dimensionality, provided that pinnin
and elastic energies are comparable. Assuming that dom
walls with a typical radius of curvatureL move in linear
sections of lengthl and that their distortion due to curvatur
which is of the orderl 2/L, is comparable with the disorde
rougheningl z, the two lengths relate asl;L1/(22z). The
same scaling relation as well as the lower bounds impo
on l by the intrinsic wall width and the defect size can
also deduced considering the interplay between the pinn
force and the Laplace pressure due to surface tension.5,10 The
barriers to domain motion are then found to scale asE(L)
;Lx/(22z). According to the Arrhenius law, the time re
quired to surmount the energy barriers ist(L)
;t0exp@E(L)/kT#, wheret0 is a microscopic time, leading to
the logarithmic time dependence of the average domain
L(t);@T ln(t/t0)#

(22z)/x ~Ref. 4!. The latter can be directly
compared with the characteristic length scaleL(t) measuring
the average domain width of the lamellar TGS domain p
terns as imposed by the anisotropic wall energy~Fig. 2!.

For defects of the random-field type, directly coupled
the order parameter, andd52 applying to a ‘‘thin’’ ferro-
electric plate on account of the long-range Coulomb field10

the roughness exponent has been predicted to bez51 ~Ref.
3!. On the other hand, for random-bond type defects, wh
couple to the local energy, regardless of the domain state
exponent value ofz52/3 has been determined.4,24 Fitting of
the experimentalL(t) data to the corresponding growth law
namely L(t);@T ln(t/t0)# for the random-field model and
L(t);@T ln(t/t0)#4 for the random-bond one, yields reaso
ably good fit only in the latter case, as can be inferred fr
the nonlinearL(t) dependence in the semilogarithmic sca
of Fig. 2. Accordingly, theL(t) dependence has been fitte
to the expressionL(t);A(T)@ ln(t/t0)#4, where the ampli-
tudeA(T) should scale asT4, were the random-bond mode
predictions to be fully recovered. Keeping a constant va
for the microscopic timet051831024 s, a fit of the three
data sets yieldsA(T) values of 15, 18, and 2031024 mm at
297, 313, and 319 K, respectively. Comparison of all p
sible ratios of theA(T) amplitude values,A(319)/A(297)
51.33, A(319)/A(313)51.11, andA(313)/A(297)51.20,
with the corresponding temperature ratios in the fou
power, namely, 1.33, 1.08, and 1.23, shows that the exp
mentalL(t) dependence is indeed in good agreement w
the specific temperature variation that inherently appear
the growth law for quenched random bonds.

An important theoretical prediction for domain growth
the presence of quenched disorder concerns the develop
of a scaling regime at long times after the quench.23,25,26This
dynamic scaling turns out to be independent of pinn
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forces that merely cause a renormalization of the bare kin
coefficient at short-length scales. Accordingly, the equ
time correlation function has been predicted to obey the s
ing form C(r ,t)5 f @x[r /L(t)#, with the scaling function
f (x) independent of the strength of randomness and con
tent with that of the pure systems. Figure 3 shows plots
the correlation functionsC(r ,t) as a function of the scaled
distancex for all the different times and temperatures. A
plots collapse onto a single curve up to a scaled distanc
about 2, indicative of dynamic scaling. Apart from a slig
sublinear curvature, the short-distance part of the sca
function decreases almost linearly withx according tof (x)
5120.5x ~Fig. 3!. The latter behavior, implying a power
law tail in the dynamic structure factor for large wave ve
tors known as Porod’s law,23 is in close agreement with the
oretical predictions and numerical simulations for the line
coefficient off (x) in the two-dimensional Ising model27 and
the scaling function experimentally derived from the SF
study of quenched TGS.20

Nevertheless, a complicated behavior of both scal
functions and growth law, implying different length scales
the growth process, has been encountered at longer ti
However, it could not be reliably assessed due to finite-s
effects in the imaging frame that distort the correlation fun
tions in an unpredicted manner. To this extent, we may c
clude that thermally activated domain growth over sca
dependent barriers due to random-bond pinning forces

FIG. 3. Scaled correlation functionsC(r ,t)5 f @x[r /L(t)# of
the TGS domain patterns at different temperatures. Solid sym
correspond to domain images taken at different times. Solid li
correspond to the linearly decreasing trend of the short-distance
of the scaling function according tof (x)5120.5x.
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be consistently realized in the spatial and time regime s
ied for the cleavage surface of a TGS ferroelectric crysta

In conclusion, direct experimental evidence for therma
activated domain kinetics due to random defects is reve
on cleaved TGS crystals, quenched in the ferroelectric ph
applying dynamic contact SFM. The time dependence of
characteristic length compares favorably with the logar
06410
d-

d
e,
e
-

mic growth law predicted for random-bond quenched dis
der and its amplitude scales consistently with the underly
temperature dependence, while dynamic scaling is foun
the studied time scale.
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